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Exciting Testimonials!!
DYNAMITE

® DOES Make a Difference

Dear DYNAMITE®,
I just have to tell you about the success I have had with my
wonderful long haired AKC Selah German Shepherd dog
Cyrus. At 22 months old, Cyrus stands 31" and weighs in
at 130lbs with more maturing to do. He was preliminary
X-rayed at 1 year and his hips were great then. We are
expecting him to be officially OFA’d as soon as he turns 2
in Feb. 2005 after which he is expected to sire a number of
litters. He is so in shape and energetic that it makes me
know that I have done some things right when it comes to
his nutritional needs. 

Knowing that he is a large breed shepherd, I  paid close
attention early on to his need for extra joint and muscle
support and the need for complete quality in his diet. I was
introduced to DYNAMITE® about a year ago, and I really felt
like a window had opened up for Cyrus (and my horses). I
added canine FREE & EASYTM AND SHOWDOWN® for
the extra support for his joints and muscles, plus probiotics
(DYNAPROTM) for nutritional deliverance. Cyrus has never been sick and has developed into a
strong, energetic, happy, and healthy boy. I was asked by a friend if Cyrus has any skin problems,
which can be common in GSD's, and I was happy to answer no. 

Cyrus’ breeder was so impressed by Cyrus that she started her
bitches on the BREEDER FORMULA SHOWDOWN® result-
ing in large thriving litters, puppies with a stronger immunity,
bitches with great milk production and a quick recovery from
delivery. Thanks DYNAMITE®!

—Patrice Sager, Supervisor, WV

Master Nibs, a 10 yr. old Morgan gelding, literally glows
with the unmistakable DYNAMITE® sheen even with his
Colorado fall coat! The Master is in a boarding facility where
he receives his daily cup TNTTM along with grass hay and
pasture and that’s it. Laura, his owner who is shown on him,
says he has the best coat in the whole facility and that people
have a hard time believing that is all he’s receiving. 

When Laura brought him home 4 years ago, she was new to
horses, but by listening carefully to both him and me
(especially about TNTTM), she has grown into a horsewoman.
The other day, the Master slipped  on some ice but seemed
to be OK. The next day though, when she was riding, he
started swishing his tail, flicking his ears, bobbing his head
and stretching his neck; very unusual behavior for him, espe-
cially since feeling so great on the TNTTM. A fellow rider told
Laura to just “ride him through his attitude problem” but she
said “No” and took him back to the barn where she called
her equine chiropractor. Sure enough, the Master had a
whither and knee out of whack. 

What a terrific lesson for each of us to listen to our horse! 

—Donna Covington, Supervisor, CO
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